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INTRODUCTORY NOTE
The previous year has been, we can safely say, the most successful one so far for the Institute for Youth Development KULT.
The initiatives that offered long-term and strategic solutions for the accumulated problems to both youth and political decision makers in Bosnia and Herzegovina have been started or completed. Among others, with the support of the Institute, the
umbrella youth organization in the Federation of BiH – the Youth Council of FBiH – was established, and the draft of the first
Federal Youth Strategy was developed as well. In 2015, we continued the successful cooperation at all levels of government
in the country, civil society organizations have sent us countless partnership offers and the donors once again entrusted us
with planning and conducting numerous initiatives that left an impression in Bosnia and Herzegovina and the region.
In mid-December last year, youth in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina established their umbrella youth organization
in FBiH – the Youth Council of FBiH that will represent their interests and use all its power to advocate, in cooperation with
the authorities, for improving the position of youth in this BiH entity. The Youth Council of FBiH will work on including youth
in the social life of the community and informing them. The Council will be directly involved in the processes of implementing
youth strategies in order to contribute to the adoption and implementation of youth policies and youth action programs. The
support that the Institute for Youth Development KULT offered to youth councils at all levels in 2015 is the evidence of our
immense dedication to acting strategically towards youth and thus, together with the authorities, helping to resolve the
problems of this population, even if we do not have donor funds, but invest our own.
With the decision enacted by the Government of the Federation of BiH in 2014, the Institute for Youth Development KULT
was appointed to provide professional and advisory assistance to the Government in the process of developing the Federal
Youth Strategy. Our experts from the Institute have once again justified the trust of the Federal Government and in 2015
they provided the Federal Ministry of Culture and Sports, in charge of coordinating the process, as well as the rest of the
Working Group, with all the necessary assistance and support which resulted in developing the draft of the First Federal
Youth Strategy; this document includes youth needs and problems with concrete and long-term solutions. The Institute
emphasized the importance of including youth organizations and other organizations, as well as youth themselves in this
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process, so all of them were given the opportunity to provide their own suggestions and recommendations, whether it was
during the “Dialogue with Youth” event or via e-mail.
During the previous year, the second subsequent training for expert associates on youth work was conducted. Seventeen
participants were awarded with certificates upon successfully completing the training. The 1-year training program for
youth leaders, better known as UMiD (Learn, Think and Act!) that the Institute has been implementing in an in-class version
for over 10 years, evolved into an online version available at www.obuka.ba last year, due to the vast interest of youth. In
2015, the Institute published another 4 issues of its professional magazine on youth work IUVENTA.
Today, the Institute can proudly declare itself as an organization with a large number of not only employees, but also active
volunteers, who are, directly or indirectly, involved in almost all activities and initiatives of the Institute, particularly those
conducted by the Educational-Leisure Center for Youth SPAJALICA. The Institute’s staff is always open for cooperation with
the government, non-governmental and economic sector, the international community and especially with youth. As before,
the Institute can be contacted via the www.youth.org website.
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2015 in numbers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1,960 youth participated in individual trainings
1,795 participants of multipart training programs
Around 32,500 youth who participated in our activities in BiH and abroad
Over 2,000 media appearances
Around 220 events
14 signed agreements with government institutions in BiH
66 agreements on conducting activities with youth
associations in BiH and the world

The 2015 Annual Report contains a summary of all our initiatives. We are at your disposal for cooperation, and are looking
forward to new suggestions for future activities.

•

We extend our gratitude to everyone who contributed to our achievements and are hoping to continue with such cooperation.

•

•
•

Established partnership cooperation with around

180 NGOs in BiH

Over 700,000 visits to the Institute’s websites and social network accounts

149 contracts on volunteering
74 local civic initiatives throughout BiH implemented by youth
councils and youth organizations

•
•
•

Over 300 children (under 15 years of age) participated in our activities
Around 30 employees and 40 external associates
The 2015 budget was around 1,700,000

BAM, 20% of which was

awarded to other organizations and 20% was the income generated through
providing our own services
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Strengthening Youth Structures in BiH

new knowledge, skills and abilities that will aid them in effecting social changes. The
Youth Council will work in partnership with the authorities at the highest level in FBiH.

THE INITIATIVE’S IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD IS FROM 2014 TO 2016

STATEMENTS OF INITIATIVE USERS:

Through the “Strengthening Youth Structures in BiH” initiative, we aim to increase the level of cooperation among stakeholders in youth work and develop long-term solutions for creating a joint platform at entity levels for advocating for youth
interests and providing support to youth participation in democratic processes. We are trying to develop sustainable and
functional structures at entity levels in BiH, which will provide a coordinated care regarding the adoption of policies towards
and for youth.
The Initiative is being implemented with the support of the European Union.
FORMAL PARTNERS OF THE INITIATIVE: Youth Communication Center, the Federal Ministry of Culture and Sports and the
Ministry of Family, Youth and Sports of Republika Srpska
RESULTS ACHIEVED TO-DATE: Through this initiative we primarily help youth. We are trying to influence the government
structures and current policies in order to improve the position of youth by developing documents of importance for youth.
We are also trying to include youth in decision-making processes. In 2015, a Working Group was formed to develop the draft
of the Youth Strategy in FBiH. The Working Group started with their activities in January 2015. After the initial meeting was
held, the Institute trained and advised the Working Group members and assisted in developing the draft. By December 2015,
the Working Group had adopted the draft of the first Federal Youth Strategy. We also worked on creating the legal conditions
for founding the Youth Council of FBiH. The founding assembly was held on December 11, 2015 in Sarajevo, with the support
of the Institute.
FUTURE ACTIVITES: Plans for future activities of the initiative include organizing public debates on the draft of the Federal
Youth Strategy. Thus, all interested parties will be able to give their own suggestions, objections and proposals, and to
participate in the deliberation on the document. After conducting public discussions, the Institute will work intensively on
introducing the document into parliamentary procedure as soon as possible and on its final adoption. One of the aims for
2016 is to establish the Youth Committee of FBiH. The Youth Committee of FBiH will, in accordance with the Youth Law of
FBiH, take over the role of the interinstitutional working body. The members of the Council will build their capacities, acquire

“Youth are not, nor should they be, a welfare category. They are our most
valuable resource.”
Zora Dujmović, Federal Minister of Culture and Sports at the Government of FBiH

“The Youth Council of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina is a
legal and legitimate youth representative body in the Federation. First
we have to complete all the administrative tasks concerning our registration in the beginning of the following year. As the President, together
with my colleagues, in our upcoming 2-year mandate, we will advocate
for creating quality foundations for a more adequate youth policy. Sessions of the Managing Board will always be held in different municipalities or cities in the Federation. We will work on promoting positive examples of youth that are numerous, and we will point out the problems
that youth encounter. We will also encourage quality implementation of
the Youth Law of FBiH at all levels as well as the adoption of the 20162020 Youth Strategy of FBiH as soon as possible.”
Mate Lončar, President of the Youth Council of FBiH
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Marginalized Populations
Support Activity (PPMG)
THE ACTIVITY’S IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD IS FROM FEBRUARY 2015 TO FEBRUARY 2020
USAID PPMG helps in promoting and protecting the rights of marginalized social groups in BiH: youth, women, religious
minorities, the Romani, persons with disabilities, minority returnees and lesbians, homosexual, bisexual and transgender
persons (LGBT).
The Activity is conducted by the Institute for Youth Development KULT in partnership with the NGO & BUSINESS AUDIT d.o.o.
The USAID Marginalized Populations Support Activity provides support to the activities of local organizations that advocate
for the rights, strengthening and dignity of underrepresented social groups in BiH and builds the capacities of local NGOs,
BiH institutions and USAID’s implementation partners for achieving the aforementioned goal. Providing opportunities for
marginalized groups to get involved in civic and political issues through their engagement in civil society organizations will
ensure that the authorities recognize them as necessary and valued partners in policy-making. In fear for their own safety,
many members of marginalized groups in BiH avoid social inclusion; therefore, PPMG supports them in achieving economic
and social stability.
RESULTS ACHIEVED TO-DATE: From February to December 2015, the PPMG awarded 5 grants to organizations focusing
on marginalized populations. The Activity supported the opening of the Center for Children and Youth with Developmental
Disabilities in Doboj and the Service Center for families of children and persons with developmental disabilities “Dajte nam
šansu/Svjetlice” in Banja Luka, as a part of the grant awarded to the Service Center “Dajte nam šansu” in Sarajevo.
Twenty high schools students from all over Bosnia and Herzegovina participated in the 6-day National Geographic Photo
Camp, where they displayed their best photos. Through a donation in computer and classroom equipment, the quality of
classes was improved in two schools in Glamoč. With a series of educational events, round tables, consultancies and other
events, the organizations acquired skills to improve their cooperation with the authorities and learned how to properly advocate for solutions to their problems.
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FUTURE ACTIVITIES: The Activity will continue to focus on building the capacity of
USAID partners, institutions and government officials for the improvement and protection of rights of marginalized citizens through mentorship, individual and formal training and awarding grants to organizations, thus improving the work of a vast number
of NGOs and other organizations in BiH, local partners to USAID and others in order to
further improve their work and management abilities, and to improve the expertise of
government officials at all levels in BiH.
STATEMENTS OF INITIATIVE USERS:

“It was particularly important to me that I listened and eventually learned
how to form a team, how to manage a team, and also how to strengthen
and create leaders, and, actually, how to manage a team in a way that
leads to achieving results and implementing the project itself.”
Željka Perišić, “Children’s Educational Center” Banja Luka,
Administration and Human Resources Training participant

“Since our association will soon be reorganized statutorily through
boards of directors, assemblies and other organizational units, this
training will certainly be very useful to us because we acquired new
knowledge, filled in the gaps and addressed the deficits that we currently have.”
Aida Kajan, “Naša djeca – Our Kids” Mostar,
Legal and Organizational Structures Training participant
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Strengthening Governing Institutions
and Processes (SGIP) in BiH
STRENGTHENING GOVERNING INSTITUTIONS AND PROCESSES (SGIP) IN BIH
The “Strengthening Governing Institutions and Processes (SGIP) in BiH” initiative provides support to Members of Parliament
at the state and federal level and to the executive branch of government in 6 areas: healthcare, environmental protection,
local economic development, judicial sector reform, gender equality and youth issues.
The Initiative is being implemented with the support of the United States Agency for International Development (USAID).
FORMAL PARTNER: The Research Foundation for the State University of New York/Center for International Development
(SUNY RF). Through this initiative we provide support to BiH on its road to Euro-Atlantic integrations by building the capacities of governmental institutions in order to adopt, implement and secure more responsible and efficient policies, laws and
budgets referring to the key issues of accession to the European Union. We are improving policy-making in the process of
making laws, improving the process of budget preparation, its deliberation, adoption and implementation, and strengthening
the system of public accountability and transparency in order to ensure that the government introduces participatory planning, budgeting, monitoring and adopting the law in accordance with the EU requirements.
RESULTS ACHIEVED TO-DATE: The Institute is a part of the Working Group for developing a law on organic production in the
Federation of BiH. The key segments in institutional mechanisms in the area of environmental protection were coordinated
in collaboration with the Federal Ministry of Environment and Tourism and the process of developing the document of the
Law on Adult Education in Central Bosnia Canton was supported. The Ministries were presented with statistical data on
youth and the manner in which they are used for the purpose of creating a database and indicators during a training on using
statistical data in the process of developing regulations. As a part of the initiative, the Institute was recognized as the key
partner in the Working Group for developing the methodology of evaluating the effects of regulations in BiH institutions. After
the newly-elected government was formed, we established cooperation with 5 committees on finance and budget whose
work we have been observing in the Parliamentary Assembly of BiH and the Parliament of FBiH, in both Houses (House of
Peoples and House of Representatives). After developing a budget analysis of allocations for youth in FBiH in 2014 and
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the ones planned in 2016, we concluded that 0.1% of FBiH Budget is being allocated
for youth and that the efficiency of investment of these funds has to be increased.
We are also collecting data on allocations for youth at the state level. All the collected
information was summarized and presented to the public.
FUTURE ACTIVITIES: We will continue building the capacities of government institutions for the purpose of creating a more responsible and efficient policy, laws
and budgets related to key issues of accession to the EU by providing support to the
process of developing regulations and budget analyses on allocating funds for youth,
observing audit reports from the perspective of youth and by monitoring the implementation of youth programs aimed at youth.
STATEMENS OF INITIATIVE USERS:

“The Institute has been recognized as a partner in developing numerous
drafts of legal regulations, especially as the initiator and creator of the
adopted Youth Law of FBiH. Through its activities and results, the Institute proves that cooperation and placing pressure on the legislative
branch of government provide a very efficient path towards changes
required for improving the position of youth in the society. The Institute has been successfully strengthening youth and directing them to
act proactively in order to recognize and accept chances in the present
moment for concrete success in the future. I would like to emphasize
the good example of joint collaboration between the Institute and the
project Strengthening Governing Institutions and Processes (SGIP) in
BiH. I consider this collaboration to be important and expect to continue
cooperating for the benefit of everyone. I wish to emphasize that I have
always, and especially now as a politician, advocated for youth but never
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in the sense of providing them with livelihoods without any obligations quite the opposite. Life is difficult and requires responsibility and youth
have to know that good things won’t simply fall into their lap.”
Ljilja Zovko, Chairwoman of the Committee on Finance and Budget of
the Parliamentary Assembly’s House of Peoples

“The Central Bosnia Canton, namely the Ministry of Education, Science,
Culture and Sports of the Central Bosnia Canton has been trying to pass
the Law on Adult Education for 4 consecutive years, but due to various
reasons, and mostly the lack of understanding of the significance of
this law and policy, only when Minister Katica Čerker was elected, has
this problem has been approached seriously, with respect and ambition
required to adopt a professional and useful document in this area. The
Institute for Youth Development KULT contributed immeasurably and its
representative diligently and expertly worked with the employees of the
Ministry of Education of the Central Bosnia Canton on coordinating the
text of the Cantonal Law on Adult Education. I would like to thank them
on performing the first crucial task, since the Ministry of Education
lacks the resources, such as developing a comparative presentation of
legal solutions in the area of adult education which was the baseline for
developing our text. I would like to thank once again all the employees
and the management of the Institute for Youth Development KULT for
supporting the work of institutions and hope to cooperate with them on
developing other legal solutions in the future.”
Zoran Matošević, Assistant for Education and Science of the Ministry of Education,
Science, Culture and Sports of Central Bosnia Canton
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Recognizing Non-Formal Education
for Active Youth Participation –
Expert Associates on Youth Work
THE INITIATIVE’S IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD WAS JANUARY 1, 2015 - DECEMBER 31, 2015
Through this initiative we directly supported the strengthening of local youth organizations, centers and BiH activists, thus
acting on improving the position of youth in local communities throughout BiH.
The Initiative was implemented with the support of the Olof Palme International Center.
This Initiative ensures the recognition of non-formal education for the active participation of youth in the society. By training expert associates on youth work, the Institute supports the development of the youth sector in Bosnia and Herzegovina and promotes non-formal education as a tool for active participation of youth in their residential communities.
By strengthening the individuals in youth organizations, as well as the institutions that focus on youth and youth centers,
we work on strengthening youth in BiH.
RESULTS ACHIEVED TO-DATE: Since the initiative was a continuation of the Institute’s long-term work on training local
activists for working with youth, in 2015 the Institute held a training for the second generation of expert associates on
youth work in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Out of 143 applications to the Public Call, 26 local leaders were selected, who wished
to develop their knowledge for further and improved work with youth in the field. During the 4 regular trainings, the participants worked on developing the knowledge and skills for working with youth, and after completing the training, they sat an
exam for expert associates on youth work. In addition to the regular trainings, the 26 participants prepared and conducted
4 local civic actions in 10 different communities in BiH. The best participants went to a study visit to Sweden, where they
familiarized themselves with youth work in this country. Based on the evaluation from the previous training, this year the
Institute organized an additional module related to child and youth protection.
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FUTURE ACTIVITIES: After completing the initiative, the Institute is planning to
continue working with both generations of expert associates on youth work through
joint advocating for recognizing the training as adult education at all appropriate governmental levels. Additionally, the Institute will continue cooperating with all expert
associates for the purpose of their further improvement, cooperation with their organizations and connecting the expert associates on youth work with the municipal youth
workers and municipal youth councils. The Institute will once again organize a study
visit to Sweden for the best participants.
STATEMENTS OF INITIATIVE USERS:

“I want to dedicate more of my time to youth and youth work in Brčko.
I am certain that this knowledge will help me advance in this sector.
Thanks to activism, through this training, I was declared volunteer of the
year in my organization.”
Dejan Rađen, volunteer; PRONI Center for Youth Work, Brčko District in BiH

“This is an important certificate and training for the Youth Council because now we feel more prepared for working in the field and with youth.”
Ena Tuzla, President of the Youth Council of Ilidža
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BH Business Site
THE INITIATIVE’S IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD IS JULY 2014 - JULY 2017
Through the BH Business Site initiative we influence decision makers and implementers in BiH, as well as public opinion
makers (the media) and the entire social community in BiH. The BH Business Site results in multiple benefits for the registered unemployed persons as well as those who are employed illegally, employers, users of entity budget funds, employment
agencies and the BiH economy in general.
The “BH Business Site” initiative is a part of the Civil Society Sustainability Project in Bosnia and Herzegovina (CSSP), implemented by the Centers of Civil initiatives (CCI) and the Center for Promoting the Civil Society (CPCD) and supported by the
U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID).
BH Business Site aims to create a better business environment in BiH.
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shed cooperation with key ministries at all governmental levels and held dozens of
meetings with representatives of relevant institutions.
FUTURE ACTIVITIES: In the following 3 years, the initiative will use substantiated
and focused advocating activities to contribute to creating a better business climate
through improvements in planning and allocation of economic incentives at all levels
in BiH. We also aim towards introducing alleviations for employers in BiH in reference
to paying value added tax and contributions to salaries of newly employed workers.
STATEMENTS OF INITIATIVE USERS:

“We are aware that we have an army of people registered as unemployed,
and we certainly can do is make use of this’s country’s vast resources.”
Admir Kapo, Udruženje Kupujmo i koristimo domaće (“Buy and Use Domestic Products”)

The Institute for Youth Development KULT started the initiative entitled “BH Business Site” in order to contribute to resolving
the systemic problems in the employment sector in BiH. First and foremost, the inadequate system of distributing budget
incentives for programs and active measures of fighting unemployment in BiH, under the burdened economy with an inadequate taxation system and high contributions to salaries, are hindering investments in development and creating new jo. The
primary intention of the initiative is to approach the employment sector in BiH in a comprehensive and strategic manner, by
including a wide range of actors from the business, public and civic sector that will join an active, functional and regionally
represented network for creating a better business environment, developed via the BH Business Site initiative. Based on
detailed analyses on the greatest shortcomings and problems in the area of employment in BiH and the recognized priority
and promising branches of the economy, the working teams of the Network create precise recommendations and guidelines
for resolving each of the identified anomalies in the employment sector and aim advocacy efforts towards the governmental
institutions in order to have them adopted.
RESULTS ACHIEVED TO-DATE: The Network for creating a better business environment in BiH was formed, consisting of
numerous actors from the business, public and civil sector. Research was conducted and an analysis developed on allocating incentives for improving the economy in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The Institute for Youth Development KULT has establi-

“If payment of certain taxes were alleviated, there would certainly occur
a greater accumulation of economic capital that would be invested into
expanding production and consequently result in employment.”
Predrag Borojević, Social Enterprise FG Group

“Alleviating the economic burden is key. I pointed out that there is too
much talk about the public sector, employment, problems, but without
the private sector, there will be no public sector. And when the private
sector does make a suggestion, we always have to wait for something.
However, we have nothing left to wait for, because we are being cornered.”
Aida Zejčirović, BoljiPosao.com
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Youth Decide on Democracy!
Youth Participation in Decision-Making Process

NON-FORMAL PARTNERS:
The Institute for Youth Development KULT, Office in Serbia, Subotica (Serbia)
mladiinfo.com, Skopje (Macedonia)
Public Union Heritage of Republic, Bishkek (Kirgizstan)

THE INITIATIVE’S IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD WAS NOVEMBER 2012 - NOVEMBER 2015

STATEMENTS OF INITIATIVE USERS:

Through the “Youth Decide on Democracy!” initiative we built the capacities of civil society organizations from 5 countries
(Bosnia and Herzegovina, Moldova, Kyrgyzstan, Macedonia and Serbia) and thus ensured the participation of youth in the
election process and democracy-related processes at the local level.
The Initiative was implemented with the support of the European Union and the German Embassy in BiH.
RESULTS ACHIEVED: Through the “Youth Decide on Democracy!” initiative, 54 young people from 5 participating countries
became youth leaders. Through local civic initiatives, youth transferred the acquired knowledge and skills to peers in their
local communities. Representatives of organizations from these countries developed the “Youth Decide!” Network through
which they acted to strengthen the role of youth in decision making. As a part of the Initiative, research was conducted on
topic of “Youth and Elections” in order to determine the causes of low participation of youth in elections and the level of
inclusion in the democratic processes in these countries. With the aim of gathering information on activities of BiH institutions with regards to the implementation of the Youth Law of FBiH, the Institute developed the www.integritet.ba web-platform. A promotional campaign “M1 – Rights for Youth” was also devised and implemented as a political movement of BiH
youth. Through this campaign, youth from all parts of BiH, M1 members, established a dialogue with the leading political
agents and insisted on including the issue of youth in programs of political agents. With the support of the designer of the
online tool VoteMatch for our partner from the Netherlands (ProDemos), the Institute developed a similar tool for BiH, named
www.izboromat.com. This tool’s purpose is determining voting preferences based on the key issues in BiH. At the closing
conference, representatives of partnership organizations, youth leaders, representatives of the government and political
agents had the opportunity to jointly determine the results of the initiative and discuss the possibilities of resolving the
urgent issues of youth in BiH, Serbia, Macedonia, Moldova and Kyrgyzstan.
FORMAL PARTNER OF THE INITIATIVE:
National Youth Resource Centre, Chișinău, Moldova
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“Two young and active members of our team attended the “Youth Decide!” training in BiH and they are now preparing an action plan for sharing the knowledge they acquired during the training in order to mobilize
youth in Kyrgyzstan. The implementation of the “Youth Decide!” project
actively promoted the principles of democracy in our society and thus
brought positive changes in our country.”
Evgenii Badilovskii, representative of the partnership organization Public Union
“Heritage of Republic”, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan

“During the implementation of the Youth Decide on Democracy! project, the youth leaders who participated in the project have definitely
acquired certain knowledge and skills required to achieve the goal of
the project itself in their local communities. This project will contribute
to promoting of peace and tolerance and bringing cooperation between
youth in BiH to a higher level. I hope that such praiseworthy projects will
continue to be implemented.”
Josip Zelenika, Youth Council of Široki Brijeg Municipality
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Youth Centers for Social Entrepreneurship
THE INITIATIVE’S IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD WAS NOVEMBER 6, 2014 - NOVEMBER 12, 2015
Through this Initiative we supported youth in thinking like entrepreneurs and starting youth businesses, thus helping their
organization in becoming self-sustainable.
The Initiative was implemented with the support of the United States Embassy in BiH.
Our intention was to encourage youth to think like entrepreneurs, but also to contribute to the sustainability of youth
centers. We improved youth employability by creating new workplaces through the development of entrepreneurial culture,
by providing them with means to fully participate in the economic, social and cultural life. We enabled their integration in the
labor market and modern economic trends.
RESULTS ACHIEVED: After conducting a training entitled “Entrepreneurship and Writing Business Plans”, the Institute supported the implementation of two business plans financially and by providing advisory support. As a part of this Initiative, the
first Multifunctional Training House for Youth “Labirint” was opened in Tuzla and youth from the Youth Association ReAktiv
stared manufacturing tote bags from eco-materials in Zenica. Youth businesses have successfully continued operating after
the project was completed. During the workshop, we encouraged other youth to think like entrepreneurs and some of them
have also, without the financial support of the Institute, turned their hobbies into youth businesses.
STATEMENTS OF INITIATIVE USERS:

“This training affected me significantly, changed my life in a sense, and influenced my opinion and actions. It encouraged me to self-actualize so I am currently in the process of starting my own hobby-business with my girlfriend. We collected funds on our own and bought a screen printer and we are currently
learning the technique of screen printing by ourselves.”
Toni Kolar, Humanitarian Organization “Altruist”, Mostar
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“The significance of the project is vast, for both our students and young
adults, with our students being given the opportunity to acquire new
knowledge and skills daily in order to be able to put them to use. We are
glad that they will focus on things they could not learn about through
formal education. It is a very good idea and I am proud that it took place
precisely here, in our school. Investing in knowledge is the best kind of
investment. With this center, this house, youth are getting something
that will ennoble the future of youth in general.”
Nijaz Hamidović, Director of “Simin Han” Elementary School
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Youth Startup Businesses
THE INITIATIVE’S IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD WAS SEPTEMBER 2014 - JUNE 2015
The Initiative was implemented with the support of the Swiss Government.
FORMAL PARTNERS:
Muncipalities: Tešanj, Novi Travnik, Gračanica, Bosanska Krupa, Kakanj, Odžak, Istočno Novo Sarajevo, Istočna Ilidža and
Vlasenica
The initiative Youth Startup Businesses contributed to reducing youth unemployment. This was primarily achieved by introducing institutional mechanisms for supporting young entrepreneurs, and ensuring that financial and advisory support is
provided to unemployed youth interested in self-employment. The initiative offered the municipalities a model for funding
startup businesses and a youth employment action plan. They were subsequently provided with support in integrating the
model and action plan into their municipal development strategies.
RESULTS ACHIEVED:
During the Initiative, 9 cooperation agreements were signed, cooperation was initiated with other municipalities, 5 public
calls were issued for awarding funds for launching youth businesses, 4 trainings were held and a dozen youth businesses
were funded.
Two publications were developed and sent to all municipalities in BiH: Model for supporting youth startup businesses within
the local youth policy, and the Process of developing and adopting a local action plan for employing youth, as an integral part
of the Youth Strategy with criteria for selecting and funding youth businesses.
FUTURE ACTIVITIES:
The Institute for Youth Development KULT will initiate cooperation with municipalities that have not yet taken part in the
initiative and continue cooperating with municipalities which signed cooperation agreements with the Institute, all while
using examples of good practice from the previous year in an effort to improve and adapt the funding model and action plan,
and secure long-term support of municipalities for youth interested in self-employment.
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STATEMENTS BY INITIATIVE USERS:

“I didn’t know how to start my own business and where to find the startup capital. I heard that the Ilidža Municipality was taking part in a program of the Institute for Youth Development KULT through which they
offered incentives and that’s how it all began. I submitted my business
plan, and soon after that I was notified that my idea had been approved.
The money I received was very important and I probably would never
have waded into entrepreneurial waters had it not been for that support,
because I would have been too worried about failing and being in debt.
The Institute’s program improved my community and many others, not
to mention the lives of young people who took part in it.”
Nataša Kovačević, beneficiary from Istočna Ilidža.
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Ready for Life!
THE INITIATIVE’S IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD WAS APRIL 1, 2015 - DECEMBER 31, 2015
The partner of the Initiative was SOS Children’s Villages in BiH. This Initiative was intended for youth, beneficiaries of the SOS
Children’s Villages in BiH, and aimed at empowering the youth in the SOS Children’s Villages BiH. The goal of the Initiative is
empowering youth through youth work, strengthening their entrepreneurial and career skills, and the organizational development of the youth organization NAUTILUS.
RESULTS ACHIEVED TO-DATE: The Institute for Youth Development KULT enabled
six representatives of the SOS Children’s Villages to participate in a training for expert
associates for youth work. While the training was ongoing, the Institute worked on
strengthening the organization NAUTILUS, whose activities are supported by the SOS
Children’s Villages in BiH. These activities included a situational analysis for the organization, the first assessment of the organization by using self-assessment tools, and
plans for the organization’s future strategic planning.
FUTURE ACTIVITIES: The next steps for the Initiative include plans for a strategic
planning of the organization NAUTILUS, additional training for youth from this organization, training for the users of the SOS Children’s Villages and support to the staff of the
SOS Children’s Villages in developing youth programs.
STATEMENTS BY INITIATIVE USERS: “Strategic planning is extremely important for
the development and progress of the organization, and the development of the team, in
every way possible. Actually, this will be the guiding principle that the organization will
follow over the next three to four years in measuring its success through the goals and
results achieved. We believe this process is beyond realistic, and that the Institute is
very patient and supportive in every way, which I think is crucial for the entire process.”
Milan Todorović, predsjednik Udruženja mladih NAUTILUS
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UMiD online
THE INITIATIVE’S IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD IS OCTOBER 15, 2014 - OCTOBER 15, 2016
The initiative “UMID online” empowers at least 1500 passive youth from Bosnia and Herzegovina, from urban and rural areas,
to become youth leaders and fight for access to rights and freedom of expression, while getting involved in democratic
processes and political development.
The initiative is supported by UNDEF (United Nations Democracy Fund).
At least 1500 individual from all parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina are undergoing the UMiD (Learn, Think and Act!) online
training course, and learning about a wide array of topics while using information and communication technologies. This
initiative gives youth the opportunity to take advantage of the latest trends in online education and develop public presentation skills, establish a constructive political dialogue with the government and affect an increase in the accountability of the
government to youth. Thus, youth contribute to positive changes in the society and gain experience in the decision-making
process through involvement in democratic processes. After the training, the participants become youth leaders and act as
a driving force in their local communities.
RESULTS ACHIEVED TO-DATE: UMiD (Learn, Think and Act) training, which the Institute has been implementing in an inclass version for 10 years, has grown into an online version, thus becoming accessible to all youth in BiH. To this end, the
Institute selected, furnished and launched four regional UMiD online centers, in Jablanica, Srebrenica, Velika Kladuša and
Sarajevo. The purpose of these centers, which offer expert assistance by the staff of the host organization, is to provide all
youth with access to computer equipment that they can use to complete the UMiD online training course, become a certified
youth leader, and meet other youth from their community and from other parts of the country online.
FUTURE ACTIVITIES: The Institute is planning to award funds for implementing at least 20 local civil initiatives to youth
who stand out during the UMiD online training. Through the initiatives, youth leaders will use the knowledge and skills acquired during training to address specific problems in their local community. Additionally, the Institute will develop a document with a set of measures to be used as technologically advanced measures in the local communities’ youth strategies.
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By using this document, the Institute is planning to advocate for the inclusion of the
proposed measures in the strategies of local communities, thus improving the efficiency and accessibility to youth work.
STATEMENTS BY INITIATIVE USERS:

“I truly enjoyed all of the lessons in the “Human Rights” training course.
I was particularly impressed by the fact that the lessons were not tedious and overflowing with unimportant information (usually you get 5
pages of text, when the most important information fits on just one
page). Making us think about a certain topic is very effective too, because when you’re asked a question you really can’t help but try to find
the answer.”
(UMiD Online participant; anonymous evaluations)

“First of all, I am honored to be a part of this project. What impressed
me the most during the “Civil activism and volunteering” training was
the musical introduction. It truly sets a very relaxing mood at the very
beginning, and hints at interesting things to come. All the lessons are
very informative and topical, and it’s impossible not to learn them all.
The training course is comprised of lessons that function like episodes
of a show, has that tension you get from “to be continued”, and its simply impossible not to go on to the next lesson out of curiosity.”
(UMiD Online participant; anonymous evaluations)
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Mlada Evropa
THE INITIATIVE’S IMPLEMENTATION
PERIOD WAS MAY 2014 - APRIL 2015
The initiative Mlada Evropa marked the 100th anniversary of the beginning of World
War I, and commemorated some of the most tragic days in human history, showing
youth the ways to overcome nationalism and participate in the peace-building process.
The Mlada Evropa initiative is part of the project Foundation Sarajevo – Heart of Europe, which was implemented in cooperation with the German Embassy in BiH, and
with the support of the European Union.
RESULTS ACHIEVED: 200 young people from 24 countries, and all parts of BiH took
part in the activities of the Mlada Evropa initiative. Three regional conferences were
held in Mostar, Banja Luka and Tuzla, which focused on emphasizing the most important strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for youth. Based on the
conclusions made during the conferences, Youth Officers, youth council and youth
organization representatives, and youth leaders were encouraged to develop further
strategies and mechanisms for improving the position of youth in their communities.
The regional conferences were preceded by an international conference which was
held in June and July, 2014 in Sarajevo, and was attended by 120 young people and
numerous BiH and European officials.
Acting on the conclusions of the international conference, in March 2015 youth participating in an international graffiti event painted a room in the Educational-Leisure
Center for Youth SPAJALICA in Ilidža, sending a colorful message of peace, youth participation in society, international cooperation and overcoming nationalism. The Educational-Leisure Center for Youth is visited by several thousands of young people from
different parts of the world every year, which means that the artists’ message painted
in graffiti colors will also be seen by the Center’s visitors.
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STATEMENTS BY INITIATIVE PARTICIPANTS:

“One of the most important aspects of the work performed by the German Embassy in BiH is to put youth in contact with other parts of the
world and other youth from different backgrounds and expand their horizons, in order to help overcome ethnic divides. During our conferences in
Sarajevo and Mostar, we were able to connect young activists, enabling
them to exchange their experiences, and talk about their concerns and
dreams. I am impressed by the creativity and energy of these young
generations. I am certain they will find ways to address problems, and
that they will help Bosnia and Herzegovina on the road to our common
goal – euro-atlantic integration.”
Jens Wagner, Cultural Attaché of the German Embassy to BiH
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Orange Voices for Gender Equality
THE INITIATIVE’S IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD WAS JUNE 24, 2015 - MARCH 24, 2016
The initiative raises citizens’ consciousness about the problem posed by violence against women and girls. We engage in different activities to encourage victims to end the violence, and educate youth to take the necessary steps in their community
to promote fighting violence against women and girls and increase its visibility, thus making the problem more recognizable.
The initiative is implemented with the support of the U.S. Embassy in BiH.
FORMAL PARTNERS:
Youth Council Velika Kladuša, Youth Council Grude, Youth Council Posušje and Youth Council Bijeljina
As a member of the Global Youth Network UNiTE to end violence against women, the Institute for Youth Development KULT
celebrates Orange Day, every 25th day of the month. The Institute’s Orange Day campaign is a conceptual contribution to
making gender inequality an everyday topic for personal reflection and shared conversation.
The campaign emphasizes the recommendations from the agreed conclusions from the 57th session of the Commission on
the Status of Women (CSW57), and we continue promoting specific topics and problems, with the goal of eliminating and
preventing all forms of violence against women and girls.
RESULTS ACHIEVED TO-DATE: On Orange Day, every 25th day of the month, the Institute for Youth Development KULT
and its partners conduct campaigns calling attention to gender-based violence and prevention of such violence, the pay gap
and gender-responsive budgeting, and trafficking in women. Public campaigns also call attention to the need for economic
empowerment of women and their equal participation in social and political life.
FUTURE ACTIVITIES: The Institute, in cooperation with its partners, will select 20 young people to attend a peer education
training. After the training, the participants will become peer educators and will be able to organize at least two workshops
in their local communities, intended to promote gender equality and the elimination of violence against women and girls.
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STATEMENTS BY INITIATIVE USERS:

“I told my story about violence, without wanting to offend anyone with it.
After talking to people from the Institute for Youth Development KULT, I
realized that I want to take part in celebrating Orange Day – day for the
elimination of violence against women and girls. My story sends a message to women in Bosnia and Herzegovina, telling them that they don’t
have to and must not tolerate violence.”
Mahira Crnica, victim of violence from Sarajevo

“Celebrating Orange Day was an opportunity for women to share their
life stories - women who are not public figures but do have something to
say. We will continue this fight to take our rightful place in the society.”
Protagonists of the video “(ON)A?” made as part of the project
“Orange Voices for Gender Equality”
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Youth Leaders in the Service of Human Rights
THE INITIATIVE’S IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD WAS OCTOBER 2015 - DECEMBER 2015
The initiative encourages youth leaders to become active regarding discrimination in their local communities, and share the
knowledge they acquired with their peers and fellow citizens.
The Initiative was implemented with the support of the OSCE Mission to BiH.
The Institute for Youth Development KULT promoted the Law on Prohibition of Discrimination of BiH and empowered youth
leaders to promote the implementation of this law as a legal tool and mechanism for constructing positive social attitudes
towards under-represented social groups. Although the Law on Prohibition of Discrimination of BiH came into effect in
2009, it was never properly promoted, and research shows that only 36% of BiH citizens are aware that the Law exists.
The Law on Prohibition of Discrimination of BiH is an important tool for solving and preventing discrimination and it is therefore particularly important to raise the citizens’ awareness of it. It is of the utmost importance to familiarize the citizens
with its stipulations, available options and assistance that can be provided by the Institution of Human Rights Ombudsman
of BiH, after filing a complaint regarding discriminations and initiating legal proceedings.
RESULTS ACHIEVED:
By providing youth leaders with the opportunity to familiarize themselves with and understand the importance
of the Law on Prohibition of Discrimination, the Institute galvanized the process of promoting the Law throughout Bosnia and Herzegovina. The Law was promoted by youth in local communities across Bosnia and Herzegovina.
In doing so, the Institute contributed to strengthening the Law as an educational tool and a mechanism whose proper interpretation and consistent implementation can improve the efficiency of the criminal justice system in BiH. Furthermore,
the Institute, with the support of partners, added the course “Law on Prohibition of Discrimination” to its Educational Server
www.obuka.ba, which is now the 13th course in the UMiD online training course. This way, youth were given the opportunity
to learn about the definition and types of discrimination, and the possibilities offered by the Law.
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STATEMENTS BY INITIATIVE USERS:

“Non-discrimination is a human right in itself, but it is also the most
important element of other human rights. By promoting the Law on Prohibition of Discrimination of BiH we educated youth, citizens, about the
advantages provided by this Law. The promotion of the Law had a very
positive effect on citizens, in a very short period we managed to inform the public and encourage all those who experienced any form of
discrimination to report it. The non-governmental sector works hard at
promoting the Law, informing the citizens about the advantages and
mechanisms offered by the Law, ways of using the Law, and whom victims of discrimination can address. We are doing the state’s job!!! It’s
important for institutions to become actively involved in the process
of implementing the Law on Prohibition of Discrimination, because we
may have the Law, but if we don’t work on implementing it, it will remain
nothing but empty words.”
Jasmina Keserović, Demokratska organizacije mladih, Velika Kladuša

“It was truly a pleasure to meet with youth from Sarajevo and Ilijaš in
order to discuss the BiH Law on Prohibition of Discrimination. It was
nice talking to them about their personal experiences. Youth showed
great interest in saying that they don’t want to be discriminated against
on any grounds. I am glad that at the end of the workshop everyone
was pleased with what they learned, and they expressed willingness to
spread the news about this Law, and about the discrimination among
their peers and in their surroundings. We should hold such workshops
more frequently.”
Mirela Geko, Youth Council Novo Sarajevo
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We Must Not Stop!
THE INITIATIVE HAS BEEN ONGOING SINCE MAY 2014.
This initiative helped the residents of flood-affected areas whose property was completely or partially destroyed.
In May 2014, seeing the severity of the situation and the lack of preparedness of competent institutions, the Institute decided to take a systematic approach to the new
situation. To that purpose we formed a crisis center, which focused on obtaining funds
and finding ways of helping the affected population. The main goal of the initiative “We
Must Not Stop!” was evaluating the situation, providing advisory and material support,
reconstructing and rehabilitating partially or completely destroyed family buildings in
flood-affected areas, and the economic strengthening of families.
RESULTS ACHIEVED: The Institute implemented numerous activities on the reconstruction and rehabilitation of family homes in Maglaj, the economic strengthening of
families who lost their goods or source of income, and provided advisory assistance in
accessing basic human rights.

STATEMENTS BY INITIATIVE USERS:

“The flood took everything we had. We lost our only source of income
– the shed where we grew mushrooms. We the help of the Institute, a
building was reconstructed where we will grow mushrooms again.”
Safet Bilić, resident of Maglaj
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BRANA Network
THE INITIATIVE’S IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD
IS MAY 2015 - FEBRUARY 2016
The initiative BRANA Network contributes to the transparency of the recovery process
of flood-affected areas in BiH, and reveals how and according to which criteria, funds
intended for helping the population of BiH were spent. BRANA Network improves the
overall transparency and accountability of the work of public institutions in BiH, and
the private sector and donors, by monitoring and collecting information, analyzing inputs, presenting the findings and facilitating a public dialogue. The monitoring will be
implemented at the local level, as well as on higher levels, with the goal of identifying
all the donations. Meetings with representatives of the local and higher-level government are held regularly, and information is exchanged with other members of the civil
society, as well as with the media.
The Institute is the partner of the Centers for Civic Initiatives (CCI).
RESULTS ACHIEVED TO-DATE: The Institute has managed to visit more than 30
locations in seven BiH municipalities: Vogošća, Vareš, Visoko, Breza, Istočna Ilidža,
Ilidža, Kakanj. All seven municipalities submitted reports to the Institute on the funds
allocated to address the consequences of the floods, both from local and higher-level
budgets in 2014 and 2015. They also submitted reports on estimates of damages
caused by a natural disaster – flood in May 2014. All the collected data was uploaded
to the BRANA Network online platform (www.brana.ba).
FUTURE ACTIVITIES: The Institute will continue the initiative by organizing public
debates in the aforementioned seven municipalities. The topic of discussion will be
the activities implemented to address the consequences of the natural disaster from
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May 2014, plans for the upcoming period, and the role of the civil society in those
processes, with the intention of contributing to the transparency and accountability
of public institutions, the private sector and donors in the flood recovery process in
the affected areas.
STATEMENTS BY INITIATIVE USERS:

“When it comes to the project “Brana – Network”, we think this is an
excellent way to look into the negative occurrences which always arise
with donations of any sort. The lack of transparency is a problem in our
society in general, and is closely connected with corruption and nepotism. Therefore, we believe that this initiative can at least scratch the
surface of the issue, and pave the road for new ways in which the civil
society and the non-governmental sector can act to improve transparency in allocating and directing donations.”
Aldijana Jašarević, Red Cross activist, Ilidža
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Strengthening the Role of Women
in Zenica-Doboj Canton
THE INITIATIVE’S IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD WAS NOVEMBER
2014 - MARCH 2015
The Initiative “Strengthening the Role of Women in Zenica-Doboj Canton” was implemented at the request of UN WOMEN in BiH.
FORMAL PARTNERS:
Visoko Municipality and Doboj Jug Municipality
Through this initiative, UN WOMEN aimed to help women in rural areas of the Zenica-Doboj Canton. The Institute for Youth Development KULT, as a service provider
for UN WOMEN, worked on improving the municipal and cantonal gender sensibility,
and supported advocacy efforts aimed at changing policies and budgets through gender-responsive budgeting.
RESULTS ACHIEVED: The initiative “Strengthening the Role of Women in the Zenica-Doboj Canton” included a survey and analysis of the position of women in the municipalities Doboj Jug and Visoko as well as in the Zenica-Doboj Canton. Action plans
were developed to improve the position of women in rural areas in the aforementioned
municipalities, and the Institute provided advisory and technical support throughout
the entire process. Finally, a cooperation agreement was signed with the Assembly of
the Zenica-Doboj Canton, in order to promote gender equality.
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IUVENTA
EXPERT MAGAZINE ON YOUTH WORK
IUVENTA is an expert magazine on youth work in Bosnia and Herzegovina and the region. It was launched as a response to the
need to consolidate, analyze, and share experiences in youth work. The magazine presents stories of experiences, examples
of good practice, feature stories about current topics and successful youth written by experts, interviews, surveys, news,
comments and other types of content that could be useful to all engaged in youth work.
The magazine published its first issue in 2012, and has been mostly self-funded since 2013.
IUVENTA is intended for everyone dealing with youth issues and improving the position of youth – Youth Officers, youth
workers, non-governmental organizations, various associations, government institutions – ministries, international organizations, individuals interested in youth policy, and others. Thus, this magazine contributes to raising the level of professionalism in the youth work sector.
RESULTS ACHIEVED TO-DATE: IUVENTA is published 4 times a year, and in 2015 we published issues dealing with the
topics of youth centers, youth entrepreneurship, online education and gender equality. IUVENTA’s Facebook page, which was
launched in 2014, is regularly visited by approximately 1200 users. This proves that is it recognized as a medium that propagates and promotes the content published in the print and online versions of the magazine, in addition to sharing interesting
information concerning current open calls, successful individuals, initiatives, news from the youth sector, etc. The Institute
for Youth Development KULT and IUVENTA are currently providing scholarships for 5 young collaborators.
FUTURE ACTIVITIES: After 12 issues, IUVENTA keeps evolving. In light of the constant improvements to the quality, IUVENTA’s editorial board will work on recognisability and improving the current standard. In the following period, 4 issues will
be printed and distributed annually, as before, accompanied by an electronic version on the website www.iuventa.mladi.org.
STATEMENTS BY INITIATIVE USERS:

“The Federal Ministry of Energy, Mining and Industry intensively and attentively keeps track of the work
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of the Institute for Youth Development KULT and supports the belief that
people should have the chance for full participation in the making of decisions that affect their life, an active, complete and responsible participation in the social community. IUVENTA, magazine on youth work, provides positive examples of youth participation in the society and offers
information on informational youth centers where they can get direct
information based on their needs and demands. Actually, the IUVENTA
magazine offers a wide array of anything constructive that might interest anyone involved in caring for youth – our greatest treasure, and we
certainly support the publishing of this magazine in the future, in hopes
that out cooperation will improve even further.”
Erdal Trhulj, IUVENTA subscriber during his mandate as
Federal Minister of Energy, Mining and Industry

“I started writing for IUVENTA after the training on “Working in Media”,
organized by the Institute for Youth Development KULT in October 2012.
Working for IUVENTA enabled me not only to acquire practical skills but
also to improve and grow as a person and a journalist. Since the seventh
issue, together with my colleague Senka Imamović, I started cooperating with the editor-in-chief on designing the magazine’s content, which
is a step up and a valuable experience as well. Soon after, the two of us
started working on IUVENTA independently, which shows that hard work
and dedication pay off at IUVENTA, which the young team of journalists
who write for the magazine is using in the best way possible.”
Nataša Jović, 24, scholarship holder and editor of the magazine on youth work IUVENTA, Doboj
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Joint activities on reconstructing
infrastructure in local communities
THE INITIATIVE’S IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD WAS MAY 23 - MAY 31, 2015
PARTNERS IN THE PROJECT
This initiative was implemented, with the support of the United States Agency for International Development, by the U.S.
Army and the BiH Armed Forces, with coordination provided by the Institute for Youth Development KULT.
RESULTS OF THE INITIATIVE
Buildings in four municipalities were reconstructed and cleaned: Teslić, Travnik, Orašje and Bosanska Krupa (Bosanska
Otoka suburb). In Teslić, footpaths destroyed in the 2014 floods were reconstructed, and the riverbed of the river Usora
was cleaned. In Orašje, a playground was moved for security reasons, since it was located next to a busy road. At the new
location benches and trash cans were installed, new tree seedlings were planted, the outdoor lights around the Youth
Center were repaired, and different activities for youth were created. In Travnik, three playgrounds in the city center were
reconstructed. Playgrounds that were in bad condition were cleaned, and all the fences and movable property was painted.
Benches, swing sets and seesaws were installed. In Bosanska Otoka, a youth camp for the children and youth in this region
was reconstructed. The flood-affected part of the camp was rebuilt, and new tents, swings, slides, a fence and info-stand
were installed. Local communities and organizations made a significant contribution to the activity.
STATEMENTS BY INITIATIVE USERS:

“I regularly take part in activities such as this one because I believe in
helping your city look its best. I invite other young people to participate
in similar activities, and make their cities as beautiful and orderly as
possible.”
Slaviša Gavrić, volunteer from Teslić
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EDUCATIONAL-LEISURE CENTER
FOR YOUTH SPAJALICA
SPAJALICA WAS OFFICIALLY OPENED ON AUGUST 26, 2008
Communities included: Ilidža Municipality, schools in the municipality of Ilidža, Discipline Center of Sarajevo Canton, etc.
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PERMANENT ACTIVITIES:
•
•
•
•
•

“Coffee time with…“ (spending time with eminent persons from the world of
politics, journalism, music, sports…)
educational workshops
seminars and informal socializing
activities of the Institute’s volunteers
street campaigns

FORMAL PARTNER: Ilidža Municipality
The goal of the Educational-Leisure Center for Youth SPAJALICA, which was founded by the Institute for Youth Development
KULT, is participating in making decisions intended to improve the position of youth. SPAJALICA holds accessible and innovative activities related to informal education and leisure time for youth, in an effort to address their needs. SPAJALICA offers
activities available to everyone, from children over the age of 3 to adults under the age of 35. However, the Center mostly
attracts high school students who comprise most of our volunteer force actively involved in all initiatives and activities.
RESULTS ACHIEVED TO-DATE: During 2015, SPAJALICA was visited by more than 2000 young people from all parts of BiH,
and from other countries as well. SPAJALICA successfully held foreign language courses. 150 persons received certificates
after completing the course. SPAJALICA’s cooperation with the Discipline Center of Sarajevo Canton continued into this
year – the Center held 20 lectures on juvenile delinquency and peer violence in SPAJALICA. The lectures were attended by
approximately 300 young people from primary and secondary schools from the Ilidža municipality. SPAJALICA’s cooperation
with all schools in the Sarajevo Canton, and with numerous NGOs is also noteworthy.
FUTURE ACTIVITIES: SPAJALICA will continue its previous activities, but will also include new offers. An initiative called
“Svi za SPAJALICU” was planned for the spring. SPAJALICA is also planning to initiate cooperation with schools from EU
member states. This spring we are expecting a visit by students from Italy, and this summer SPAJALICA will be visited by
a group of youth from Sweden and Germany. Next year we will place special emphasis on volunteers, who will participate
in initiatives, activities and international exchanges, thus improving their skills and becoming more active and useful
members of their communities.

STATEMENTS BY INITIATIVE USERS:

“SPAJALICA is my second home. As for the whole team, we are all one
big family, they’re the ones who give me strength to fight for something
new every day. Volunteering in SPAJALICA helped me grow as a person.”
Emina Jusupović, volunteer and scholarship holder at the Institute for Youth Development KULT

“I think what’s most important for us parents are the positive opinions
of our children when it comes to SPAJALICA. Like any other parent, I rely
on children’s intuition. My older child attended the School of Friendship,
and he was thrilled with the activities offered there. They were primarily
educational and entertaining. My daughter, who is in 3rd grade, is currently attending the School of Friendship. She, like all other little kids
today, doesn’t have any or has very few friends to spend time with, play
and exchange opinions. SPAJALICA gives her these joys of friendship and
socializing.”
Sadeta Berbić, mother
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SCHOOL OF FRIENDSHIP
THE INITIATIVE HAS BEEN ONGOING SINCE 2008
The School of Friendship is intended for children in grades 1-4 in primary schools of the
Municipality of Ilidža.
FORMAL PARTNER: Ilidža Municipality and primary schools
The School of Friendship enables children to socialize with their peers, to learn about
themselves, about the basics of civic education, to develop a sense of community,
team work and empathy. The School of Friendship participants improve their work
habits, spend their free time in a creative way, learn while playing and are provided with
the support they need for doing their homework.
RESULTS ACHIEVED TO-DATE: Last year, as part of the initiative, we provided help
with doing homework for our School of Friendship participants on a biweekly basis,
and offered additional workshops on natural and social sciences, and literature. We
organized various plays and other cultural events, took the children to the theatre, to
the movies, on fieldtrips. We held English and German language classes every Saturday
and Sunday throughout the year.

STATEMENTS BY INITIATIVE USERS:

“The School of Friendship is a lovely place. There’s lots of kids there.
There’s lots of different things. I love going to the School of Friendship.”
Nejla Banda, School of Friendship participant
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“The school of friendship is a second home for me because first we do
our homework, and then we have different workshops that teach us a
lot.”
Nejla Heto, School of Friendship participant

“I have nothing but praises for all the activities. Keep up the good work!”
Esmira Kalač, mother
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Mission and Vision
The mission of the Institute for Youth Development KULT is to create and advocate for legal and other strategic
solutions, as well as to build and strengthen the capacities of associations and governmental authorities in Bosnia and
Herzegovina and the region, for a successful and sustainable youth policy.
Our vision is an open society with empowered citizens who participate in all decision-making processes in public life.
Citizen involvement in social trends
Bearing in mind that all citizens have equal rights and that we live in a society based upon the principles of democracy, it
is of great importance for them to be part of all social events, especially of those that concern them. The basic idea of an
open civil society is to ask the citizens to identify the needs and the problems they struggle with, enable them to directly or
indirectly take part in decision-making processes, give them the opportunity to join the efforts to improve the environment
they live in.
Empowering citizens to take civil action
The citizens have to be equipped with the knowledge and skills necessary for them to become responsible participants in
their social lives. To furnish them with such knowledge and skills means to enable them to be not only the observers of
changes that are taking place, but to contribute to both the personal and social development, in accordance with their interests and capabilities. In view of the concept of civil society, the role of the non-governmental sector, among other things,
is to enable the citizens to become actively involved.

Contact

Young people as the initiators of the democratization of society
Nowadays, young people form a key component of the population that can and should steer the process of democratization
in Bosnia and Herzegovina and the region. They have grasped best assumptions and reasons to improve the surrounding
circumstances. To make this possible, they need affirmative legal solutions, strategic orientation of politics and society, as
well as structures and capacities that will be available to them for taking their actions. In summary, it is the commitment of
decision makers that is important for developing and maintaining a successful and sustainable youth policy.

Watch our

CORPORATE VIDEO
http://mladi.org/url/video1

Ul. 4. viteske brigade 34-36
BA-71210 Sarajevo
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Tel.: +387(33) 778 778
Fax: +387(33) 778 779
www.youth.ba
kult@mladi.org
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